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Abstract
This study uses systems dynamics modeling to analyze the United States Navy’s current
construction administration process from design to implementation in order to recommend
process improvements, which will prevent cost overruns, delays, and ultimately a waste of tax
payers’ resources. This study specifically examines the impact of upstream design
implementations on the entire system, and incorporates a number of lean thinking ideas. It
demonstrates the positive effects of increased constructability efforts and design sharing among
engineers, and indicates that when limited resources exist it is best to focus constructability and
design sharing efforts as early as possible during the upstream process. Finally, this paper
concludes with a number of recommendations for how the United States Navy’s Civil Engineer
Corps and possibly Seabee Construction Battalions can best implement these ideas.

Introduction
Delays and cost overruns are the rule rather than the exception in both the governmental and
private construction industries. Design changes due to lack of constructability become necessary
late in the construction phase, generating costly ripple effects which create delay and disruption
throughout the entire organization. In the increasingly competitive building construction
industry, there is an increasing demand for many companies to decrease costs and to do more
with less. Consequently, a revitalized effort is emerging to develop new methods and tools, in
which the design for quality, cost, constructability and reliability play an important role. As part
of this effort, many private construction companies, as well as the U.S. Department of Defense
and the U.S. Navy, are looking at how lean thinking initiatives from manufacturing and other
industries might be applied to help improve the construction process.

The planning and management of building design has historically focused upon traditional
methods of planning such as Critical Path Method (CPM). Little effort is made to understand the
complexities of the design process; instead design managers focus on allocating work packages
where the planned output is a set of deliverables. This current design method forces design
teams to manage their work on a discipline basis, each working on achieving their deliverable as
dictated by the design program with little regard for the relationship with other disciplines and
organizations. In addition, because architect and engineering firms normally view design and
construction as two separate and completely independent phases of work for the project, it makes
it difficult to verify constructability in a design and create flow in the overall process.
This study helps by first developing an exploratory System Dynamics model to better understand
the intricacies of the often over-complicated construction design and implementation process. It
then runs a number of simulations to study how improved design sharing and increased
constructability impact the system. Next, it simulates a number of scenarios where resources are
significantly constrained in order to see where and when these limited resources should be used
in order to optimize the construction process. The results of these simulations show that
increased design sharing and constructability efforts significantly decrease costs and results in
significantly faster project completion times. Most importantly, the results also suggest that it is
significantly better to focus these efforts early in the design process rather than later once much
of the construction phase has already begun. This study concludes with a number of suggestions
on how the U.S. Navy can best implement these ideas into the Naval Civil Engineer Corps and
its Seabee Construction Battalions. Finally, a broader objective of this study is to promote the
applicability of System Dynamics towards solving various organizational challenges faced by the
Navy.

Background and Context
Just as the industrial revolution and its mass production methodology led to wasteful practices in
the manufacturing industry during the early and mid-20th Century, the construction industry was
also plagued by inefficiency, a problem that continues until this day. But while the development
of Total Quality Management and eventually Lean Thinking Principles began to revolutionize
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manufacturing in the late 20th Century, the construction industry has yet to fully embrace a
similar line of thinking. Yet the need to do so is quite apparent. Quality costs are perhaps the
greatest area of waste. In numerous studies from different countries, the cost of poor quality
(non conformance), as measured on site, has turned out to be 10-20% of total project costs.1 In
an American study of several industrial projects, deviation costs averaged 12.4% of the total
installed project costs, however, “this value is only the tip of the iceberg”.2
The causes of these quality problems are attributed to
-

design 78%
construction 17%
material supply 5%

Thus, quality problems are considerable in all phases of construction. But as the statistics show,
design is often the source of greatest quality problems.
Maximizing value and minimizing waste at the project level is difficult when the contractual
structures inhibit coordination, stifle cooperation and innovation, and rewards individual
contractors for both reserving good ideas, and optimizing their performance at the expense of
others. What is wrong? What is standing in the way of their being able to work as a true team;
one able to work together to maximize value while minimizing waste throughout the process?
In the pursuit of answers to these questions, a consortium of design professional and construction
practitioners met for five years to determine if there might not be a better way to organize
themselves to deliver a project.3 Their research led them to four major systemic problems with
the traditional contractual approach. The four problems with a brief explanation are as follows:
Problem 1: Good ideas are held back
The Mechanical, Electrical and Pluming contractor and other major trades were generally
brought into the process by the General Contractor (GC) once the drawings were at the design
development stage in order to establish a competitive price. Even though the trades were
frequently consulted through the design process, there was no real commitment to or from them
because a number of different companies representing the same trades were involved. As a
result, each of the trade contractors saved their best ideas in hopes of gaining a competitive edge
during the “bidding process.” Many times these ideas were very good. Time and opportunity for
innovation were lost as the design team attempted to revamp their designs to accommodate the
best of these late arriving ideas.
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Problem 2: Contracting limits cooperation and innovation
A systemic, but less obvious problem was the system of subcontracts that link the trades and
form the framework for the relationships on the project. The price contactor held the contract for
every consultant and subcontractor. Long and tedious subcontract agreements attempted to spell
out in great detail exactly what each subcontractor was to provide, rules for compensation, and
sometimes useful, if unrealistic, information about when work was to be performed. These long
subcontracts mostly dealt with remedies and penalties for non compliance. These contracts made
it difficult to innovate across trade boundaries even though the work itself was frequently
interdependent.
Problem 3: Inability to coordinate
While some projects held “partnering” sessions, there was no formal effort to link the planning
systems of the various subcontractors, or to form any mutual commitment or expectations
amongst them.
Problem 4: The pressure for local optimization
Each subcontractor fights to optimize his performance because no one else will take care of him.
The subcontractor agreement and the inability to coordinate between sub-contractors drives
subcontractors to defend their turf at the expense of both the client and other subcontractors.
Traditional subcontracting agreements entice subcontractors to take a legalistic and litigious
stance, making optimization impossible.
With these ominous challenges confronting the construction industry, perhaps lean thinking
provides some keys to potential solutions. Indeed, lean concepts such as value, flow, pull and
perfection can be applied in analyzing the current construction process and perhaps used to help
eliminate wasteful practices. This study specifically focuses on the concepts of flow and
perfection in both the design and construction phases of the process. It looks at how to increase
constructability through enhanced client-general contractor interaction and by improved
interaction between the general contractor and sub contractors. It also examines how improved
design sharing of engineers within the general contracting firm can help to eliminate errors in the
design process.

System Dynamics Modeling
Because of the complexity of the construction process and its inherent non-linear relationships
between different phases, actors, and resources; System Dynamics serves as an excellent tool for
helping to better understand this system. It is important to point out that construction projects
are essentially human enterprises, and cannot be understood solely in terms of technical relations
among components. Most of the data required to understand the evolution and dynamics needed
to determine the variables that cause rework are concerned primarily with managerial decision-
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making and sometimes called “soft” variables, which contribute to the complex nature of the
problem at hand.4
Typically rework originates in the design stage of a project.5 Therefore the System Dynamics
model focuses on modeling and analyzing those factors that influence its occurrence during the
design process. The model consists of three parts:
1) Task Flow in Construction Design
2) Factors Contributing to Design Error
3) Financial Impacts of the System
Below is the “Task Flow in Construction Design” segment of the model, which represents the
flow of tasks in construction design.6
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Figure 1: System Dynamics Model- Task Flow in Construction Design

Process of designing tasks
The variable Tasks Waiting to be Worked represents the total number of tasks that must be
completed by the General Contractor (GC) for a typical construction project. The Task Capacity
and Adjusted Error Fraction regulate how fast the GC can complete the design of various tasks,
and what ratio of them are completed correctly or incorrectly. Correctly completed tasks follow
along the pipeline at top; they are inspected for correctness, validated, and then are sent to the
construction site to be built. Incorrectly designed tasks follow along the bottom pipeline; they
are inspected for accuracy, which is governed by the Inspection Success Rate. If an Incorrectly
Designed Task is caught in the Validation Phase, it then returns immediately to the Tasks
Waiting to be Worked for rework. If not, the incorrect task is sent to the construction site to be
4
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built and the error is not found for several weeks. This is an important delay in the system, as
not only is time wasted trying to build the incorrectly designed task, but there is an additional
delay as arbitration and sometimes legal proceeding unwind between the GC and the SubContractor.
The second segment of the System Dynamics Model “Factors Contributing to Design Errors” is
shown below.
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Figure 2: System Dynamics Model- Factors Contributing to Design Error

Error fraction in design
Conceptually, the error fraction for this study is determined by three components: Learning,
Constructability and Design Sharing. The Adjusted Error Fraction in the model is determined by
the product of the Effect of Constructability and Design Sharing on Error Fraction and Initial
Error Fraction. The Effect of Constructability and Design Sharing on Error Fraction is
determined by the effect each exogenous variable has on error fraction and its corresponding
Error Fraction Weight (Constructability - .78 and Design Sharing - .22).
Constructability and Design Sharing are two exogenous variables that make up the Effect of
Constructability and Design Sharing on Error Fraction. The Effect of Constructability on Error
Fraction is determined by the Relative Constructability and the Lookup for Effect of Relative
Construability on Error Fraction. Relative Constructability is composed of the Normal
Constructability (.25) and the exogenous variable Constructability. Below in Figure 3 is the
table lookup that the model uses to determine the output value for the Lookup for Effect of
Constructability on Error Fraction; which follows the logic that “The more time spent conducting
constructability reviews, the lower the effect of relative constructability on error fraction.”
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The table and graph represent the relationship between the amount of time a firm dedicates to
constructability and the effect on error fraction. As more time is dedicated to constructability,
the error fraction is reduced.
Figure 3: Look up for Effect of Relative Constructability on Error Fraction

Like Constructability, the Effect of Design Sharing on Error Fraction is determined by a relative
value and a table lookup. Relative Sharing is derived from the Normal Design Sharing (.10) and
the variable Design Sharing, which can also be exogenously adjusted for various simulations.
Currently, design teams normally meet 3 times after the conceptual design to share design
changes. These meeting occur around the 30%, 60% and 90% design stages.
Although in
theory Design Sharing could be measured in terms of number of meetings, this is only one aspect
of design sharing and is used as a rough measure to gauge the amount of design sharing inside an
organization. Therefore, for the purpose of this study Design Sharing is a dimensionless
variable, since Design Sharing includes other important factors such as informal meetings, and email and lunchtime discussions amongst engineers. The table lookup that represents the
relationship between the amount of design sharing and error fraction can be seen in Figure 4
below.
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The table and graph represent the relationship between the amount of time a firm dedicates to
design sharing and the effect on error fraction. As the more time is dedicated to design sharing,
the error fraction is reduced.
Figure 4: Look up for Effect of Relative Design Sharing on Error Fraction

Initial Error Fraction
The Initial Error Fraction is another key variable that impacts Adjusted Error Fraction. Figure 5
below shows the portion of the System Dynamics model that represents the impact that the
Learning Rate and Total Tasks Learned From affect the Initial Error Fraction.
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+
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Lookup for Effect of
Learning on Error
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Figure 5: System Dynamics Model- Initial Error Fraction

The Initial Error Fraction is determined by the Total Tasks Learned From (the number of tasks
that Architecting & Engineering (A&E) learns from –experience) and the Lookup for Effect of
Learning on Error Fraction.+ The accumulation of the Total Tasks Learned From is made up of
the sum of incorrect tasks from construction, incorrect tasks identified and the correct completion
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rate. Below is the lookup table (Figure 6) that represents the correlation between the number of
tasks learned and the error fraction.

The table and graph represent a relationship between the Total Tasks Learned From and Initial
Error Fraction.. As the number of tasks learned from doubles, the error rate decreases by 20%.
Figure 6: Lookup for Effect of Learning on Error Fraction Graph and Table.

The following section introduces the final segment of the model, “Financial Impacts of the
System” (See Figure 7 below). This section of the model is fairly intuitive. It adds up the total
number of Design Iterations (both correct and incorrect, where the number of incorrect tasks
represents re-work), Total Inspections, and Total Construction Activities (abbreviated as Total
Activities) as well as their associated costs and produces a final variable called Total Project
Cost which allows us to see the total cost of a given project for a specific simulation.
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Figure 7: System Dynamics Model: Financial Impacts of the System
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Total Cost from
Activity

Simulation Results
This study used two different approaches to simulation. First, it included a one-variable-at-atime approach where only one exogenous variable was changed at a time to determine the full
range of implications that change will have on different internal variables in the model. Once
this was completed, a two-variable-at-a-time approach was used to better understand the
dynamic interaction of both constructability and design sharing on the system. The results were
then compared to the current state of construction design as it is generally understood, allowing
conclusions and recommendations to be drawn.
Effects of Constructability
The first simulation was performed to determine whether early or late constructability in a
project (assuming resource limitations only allowed for a total of 20 weeks of full
constructability) would produce the greatest benefits for the system. Current Constructability in
equilibrium is set at .25 ( 2 hrs/wk) for the life of the project. For this test, Constructability was
set to 2 (16hrs/wk) from 0 to 20 weeks in the “Early Constructability” simulation, then back to
.25 until the end of the project. Similarly, Constructability was set to .25 (2hrs/wk) until weeks
50 to 70 in the “Late Constructability” simulation, when it was raised to 2 (16 hrs/wk) and then
back down to .25 until the end of the project. It is important to note that the total constructability
effort over time was equal in both simulations, and therefore the results of the simulation are not
skewed by numerical sensitivity. The following graph shows how constructability was changed
to represent early and late constructability.

Figure 8: Constructability Inputs
Next, the graphs in Figures 9 and 10 show the effect of early and late constructability on
Adjusted Error Fraction and on Incorrect Tasks Being Constructed. A quick look at these graphs
shows that there is a greater total impact on the Adjusted Error Fraction when Early
Constructability is used as opposed to late constructability. The graph of Incorrect Tasks Being
Constructed (Figure 10) shows that the total number of incorrect tasks drops significantly when
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Early Constructability is conducted as opposed to late constructability. In addition, it shows that
late constructability has very little positive impact on the system when compared to the
equilibrium scenario. Nevertheless, because of the nonlinearities and delays in the design
process, it alone does not necessarily mean that Early Constructability is better than late
constructability.

Figure 9: Adjusted Error Fraction

Figure 10: Incorrect Tasks Being Constructed

Finally, Figures 11 and 12 below show how the Project Completion Date and Total Project Costs
are impacted. The project completion is approximately 4 weeks shorter when Early
Constructability is performed as opposed to the equilibrium or current constructability scenario.
When late constructability is performed, the project completion is approximately 1.5 weeks
shorter than current constructability. Thus, the model suggests that Early Constructability has
the potential to provide greater benefits with regards to time savings over late constructability by
a ratio of 4:1.5, over a 100% advantage.
Similarly, the total project costs are reduced by approximately 9% when Early Constructability is
performed, while a meager cost savings of less than .5% is provided by Late constructability.
Therefore, while a constant high level of constructability is desired throughout the entire project,
when only limited resources are available which is almost always the case, Early Constructability
is clearly superior to Late constructability with regards to both Project Cost and Project
Completion Time.

Figure 11: Project Completion Time

Figure 12: Total Project Cost
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Effects of Design Sharing
The second exogenous variable, Design Sharing, was manipulated by increasing the value from
.1, which represents traditional design sharing at the 30, 60 and 90% design stages, to .4
representing an increased level of iterative design sharing throughout the design process. The
graph below shows the inputs to the model, the equilibrium case is shown in blue and the
improved design sharing scenario is in red.

Figure 13: Design Sharing
Figures 14 and 15 below (Adjusted Error Fraction and Incorrect Tasks Waiting Inspection) show
only a marginal decrease in both graphs from increased Design Sharing as compared to the
equilibrium scenario. However, the graph of Incorrect Tasks Being Constructed (Figure 16)
shows a more significant decrease in the total number of Incorrect Tasks Being Constructed.

Figure 14: Adjusted Error Fraction

Figure 15: Incorrect Tasks Waiting Inspection
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Figure 16: Incorrect Tasks Being Constructed
Nevertheless, as the Project Completion Date (abbreviated Project Complete) and Total Project
Cost graphs show below, improved design sharing produces a reduction in project completion by
approximately 2.5 weeks. Similarly, Total Project Costs were reduced by approximately 2%.

Figure 17: Project Completion Time

Figure 18: Total Project Cost

Combined Effect of Constructability and Design Sharing
After using the one-at-a-time method for manipulating the exogenous variables Constructability
and Design Sharing, both exogenous variables were manipulated at the same time.
Constructability was set to 2 which represents 16hrs/wk for the entire life of the project. Design
Sharing was set to 1 which represents a continual design sharing for the life of the project. The
following two graphs represent the changes in both exogenous variables.
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Figure 19: Constructability

Figure 20: Conceptual Design Sharing

Next, the following four graphs show the positive impact that having maximum constructability
and design sharing have on a construction project. This represents the maximum or ideal
benefits that can be gained by improvements in these two areas. As expected, the Adjusted Error
Fraction was drastically reduced for the entire life of the project leading to a significant reduction
in Incorrect Tasks Being Constructed. Having less Incorrect Tasks Being Constructed reduced
the total project completion by approximately 10 weeks and a Total Project Costs savings of
approximately 14 % ($10M).

Figure 21: Adjusted Error Fraction

Figure 22: Incorrect Tasks Being Constructed

Figure 23: Project Completion Time

Figure 24: Total Project Cost
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Conclusions
Historical resistance by the construction industry to accept ideas from manufacturing has limited
the acceptance and implementation of lean construction. The traditional transformational view
of construction is contrary to lean principles, which shift the focus from craft production to the
overall process (including design). The goal of lean construction is to make value-added
activities flow, which can only be accomplished if lean concepts are included from the very
beginning of the design process.
Lean Design can be accomplished by considering constructability in the design in order to
improve flow at the job site. This can only be accomplished by collaborative decision making
with the A/E, owner and subcontractors. Design should be selected to enable efficient
construction operations, which must be accomplished through collaboration and constructability
validation. Traditional constructability concepts developed in the 1980s still apply to lean
construction and can be enhanced through the consideration of how to make the process flow.
Standardization of design elements, modularity, and pre-assembly are all methods that can
improve flow on the construction job site.
In addition to consideration of constructability concepts, design teams must be expanded to
include contractors, subcontractors, and materials suppliers. Communication among all parties
will be difficult; however, advances in information technology are making it easier to
communicate. Through universal access, all key players can work cooperatively on a design
instead of isolated from each other. With increased cooperation and collaboration, it is not
difficult to incorporate lean principles into construction practices. But, with the development of
Information Technology and Building Information Modeling most obstacles are easily mitigated.
The following is a proposed conceptual framework for lean construction, as derived from a
synthesis of material discussed in both the literature review and analysis sections of this study. 7
The underlying set of ideas are to promote a systemic lean approach to construction design.
There are four main parts to the framework; Contractual Relationship, Collaborative Design
Sharing, Constructability Validation, and Information Technology. See below for a graphic
representation. The four parts of the framework are integrated together and supported by a
contractual relationship. Although, ideally design and construction teams would not need a
contract specifying their requirements or commitments, real work problems have proven that
these relationships need to be formal to be valid.

7
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A list of selected references and works cited from the literature review are found at the end of this paper.
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Lean Design Framework

Contractual Relationship
Design and Construction entities on a project need to be organized in such a way that they all
function as a single company with a single goal with no competition amongst them for profit or
recognition. In government contracts this is especially critical; good ideas are often stifled due to
design restrictions set by the government. Contractual relationships need to be established to
question these restrictions and ensure design meets the government’s intent with best value.
Therefore, each member of the management-design-build team shares completely the
responsibility for the entire project. Also, the team jointly sets about correcting deficiencies or
problems wherever they pop up without regard to who caused the problem or who is going to
pay for the damages. If all stakeholders share the responsibilities and the rewards, innovative
design solutions will be shared, providing the government with the best value design.
Constructability Validation
The separation of the design and construction phases in projects makes it difficult to create flow
in the overall process. Because the A/E industry views design as a distinct process with its own
product, there is little incentive to spend time and money on constructability issues. The System
Dynamics model has shown that constructability in the early stages of design will reduce the
number of errors, time and money in a construction project. This constructability validation will
reduce RFIs (Request For Information), which inherently reduces the time spent by both
government and A/E in construction contract administration. Therefore, the framework has
included the need for constructability validation from all contractors and subcontractors as one of
the four factors.
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Collaborative Design Sharing
Only through collaborative design sharing amongst A/E and owner (government) can design
optimization be accomplished. Benefits such as standardization of design elements to be used to
minimize cost and time require the collaboration of all design disciples. Design sharing can also
be used as a system design validation process for the government. It is cost beneficial for Naval
Base Public Works Departments to utilize standard designs on major utility systems to allow for
ease of maintenance with trained personnel. Collaborative Design Sharing with the A/E and
owner reduces design changes late in design or during construction by the owner, due to
incompatibility with existing base systems, or A/E due to design errors.
Computer Aided Design
Two of the three case studies used for this study (not presented in this paper) demonstrated that
computer aided design such as Building Information Modeling reduced the number of RFI’s,
cost over runs and time on a construction project. BIM promotes collaborative sharing of
information and design validation. Again, these benefits from improved sharing and General
Contractor-client interaction are also supported by the findings from the System Dynamics
model used in this study.
In conclusion, the framework proposed in this paper for lean construction is supported by both
the literature review and the analytical portion of this study. As seen, System Dynamics
provides an outstanding analysis tool for better understanding the complexity of the construction
design and implementation process, specifically in understanding the critical role that delays and
non-linear feedback processes have on the system. Perhaps more importantly, this study
suggests that System Dynamics might possibly have some potential to provide insights into a
number of other military related problems, ranging from understanding the dynamic implications
of strategic decisions to solving the current manpower dilemma and improving military
hardware. Indeed, as the world becomes more complex and military endeavors continue to
follow suit, such a tool might prove critical to protecting our National Security interests
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